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1 April 2019

Katsushika Hokusai painting under the name Iitsu in 
about 1830.

First in series of 36 views of Mount Fuji

First use of Prussian blue in Japan imported by Dutch 
traders

But dye was first found around 1706 in Berlin



  

 

  

Personal history.

Met Kimie at Esperanto conference 8 years ago. She 
married Armenian and lives now in Brentwood, 
Essex.

Kimie taught soroban to primary school.

She had photocopy of a book (2003) edited by 
members of Wasan society of Nagano. Amateur 
mathematicians.

She lent it to me and I scanned it in.

Looking at the problems intrigued me.



  

 

  

Dedicated by Irie Shinjun at Katayamahiko shrine, Okayama, 1873

1873 is late for sangaku tablets (more later). 
Okayama is in south-west Honshu (main island of 
Japan). This one is famous for being elaborately 
carved by the poet and artist Irie Shinjun.

Some have been restored. Others survived, and 
some have been reproduced.

But many have been lost due to fire and rot.

Written in old Chinese script – like Latin in Europe.

Almost all geometric. Diagrams often colourful.

Great variability in difficulty.



  

 

  

Chusonji Temple, Iwate Pref. 1849

http://www.wasan.jp/iwate/chusonji2.html

1849 towards the end, but still in Edo period.

Iwate is in north-east of Honshu.

Sangaku are found all over Japan.

http://www.wasan.jp/iwate/chusonji2.html


  

 

  

Tozawa Shrine, Yamagata, by Naoki Matsunaga, 1818

1818 is even older, but this is very well preserved.

Yamagata is in north-west of Honshu.

Same colours mean same size.

Little description of problem, just a question or 
request.

Normally answer also given. But working rarely 
shown.



  

 

  

Tablets

● Sangaku are wooden tablets on which are written 
mathematical problems and theorems

● Hung in temples and most are colourful
● Many lost to decay
● Show extent of Japanese mathematical development 

during the Edo period

Recently there has been a renewal of interest in 
determining the extent of mathematical knowledge 
in Japan.

But since working rarely given, many questions about 
what they knew remain unanswered.

Not sure why they hung them up. Perhaps it was a 
way to publish. Or one mathematician challenging 
their rivals.

About 900 still exist, but must been thousands.



  

 

  

History – Political

● 1600 battle of Sekigahara united Japan
● 1603 Tokugawa Ieyasu became shogun of whole of 

Japan
● Samurai settled down and became local feudal lords
● Responsible for education and well-being of people in 

their domain

Sekigahara in central Honshu. Battle between two 
groups of samurai, who at the time were 
mercenaries who led armed bands and small 
armies.

Battle was fierce. Was it a decisive victory?
Tokugawa was clear leader on one side, whereas the 

other side suffered many desertions.

It appears that Tokugawa Ieyasu was quickly 
accepted as the rightful ruler of all Japan.

Took responsibilities seriously and became able 
administrators, supporting arts, sciences and 
education.



  

 

  

History – Social – I

● Autumn 1543 three Portuguese sailors shipwrecked off 
Kyushu

● Opened up Europe – Japan interaction
● Missionaries, especially Jesuits, started to convert locals 

to Christianity to alarm of Buddhists
● 1587 Hideyoshi seized direct control of Nagasaki trying 

to stop spread of Christianity

Nagasaki is on Kyushu island in far west of Japan.



  

 

  

History – Social – II

● 1596 Spanish and Franciscans arrived and vied with 
Portuguese for trade and converts

● 1600 – Sekigahara
● 1609 Dutch arrived to trade
● 1614 Ieyasu re-issued edicts to evict missionaries, 

although not much action before his death in 1616
● Persecution followed, 1630s edicts to find and kill 

apostates and eradicate foreign influence

Japan saw two competing aggressive groups of 
Christians vying for converts.

Timing: Descartes (1596 – 1650), Fermat (1601 – 
1665), Newton (1643 – 1727), Leibniz (1646 – 
1716)



  

 

  

Notice board, 1682
Private loan to

Mitsubishi exhibition, British Museum

Information at British Museum did not say where this 
was found.

Nagasaki was the most used port during the period.



  

 

  

History – Trade

● 1641 – All Spanish and Portuguese kicked out, leaving a 
small group of Dutch

● Dutch tolerated because they did not try to convert 
anyone – trade only

● Confined to a small artificial island Deshima in Nagasaki 
harbour, 200 by 70 metres

● Maintained tiny presence of warehouses
● Captains locked all Bibles in holds on arrival

Any cultural exchanges would have to be only what a 
ship’s captain knew and could repeat.



  

 

  

Deshima

Van der Schley, c. 1750Keiga Kawahara c. 1820

How it was depicted at the time



  

 

  

Consequences – I

● Isolation from European influence was almost complete
● 2 Japanese mathematicians escaped to Holland 1650 

and took names Petrius Hartsingius and Franciscus 
Carron

● No record of them returning
● Nakashima Chozaburo Doctor sailed the world on Dutch 

ship and risked his life to return
● No evidence they learnt anything of calculus

Very little leakage.

Indeed it looks like the Japanese were proud of their 
ability to control their own culture.

Even links to China and Korea were severely 
restricted.



  

 

  

Consequences – II

● Ushered in a long period of peace
● Academic works encouraged
● Books printed detailing scientific knowledge
● Art and poetry flourished
● Time of gentlemanly etiquette and discussion
● Self-sufficient and introverted

Height of Japanese civilisation over a protracted time.

But it did not develop as it was not challenged by 
outside influences.



  

 

  

Sakoku

● “Closed Country” period from 1641 – 1854
● Matthew Perry at Convention of Kanagawa in 1854  

opened up Japan to world trade
● 1868 fall of Tokugawa shogunate
● Switch from Japanese traditional mathematics to 

Western style knowledge
● Knowledge was transferred through China and Korea, 

but limited in scope

The Tokugawa family ruled Japan from 1603 to 1868 
(265 years).

Kanagawa is part of Greater Tokyo.

Switch was rapid and complete across the country.

Loss of traditional knowledge.

What did leak through was very limited.



  

 

  

Wasan

● “Japanese mathematics”
– “Yosan” was name for Western mathematics

● Based on Chinese mathematics of about 1600
● Independent development thereafter
● Some little later influence through China

– Logarithms: Europe – China – Japan

● Some little evidence of direct Dutch influence

Wasan means Japanese mathematics.

Say more about what was known.



  

 

  

Nine Chapters of the Mathematical Art

● Jiu zhang Suanshu
● 246 problems with solutions
● Probably before 100 BC
● Revised by Liu Hui in 263 AD
● Chinese equivalent of Euclid’s elements
● Other texts added to make the Ten Classics published 

together in 1078 – 1085

Difference between Chinese and European.
China concentrated on practical engineering and 

surveying.

Only Europe had idea of axioms and formal proof. 
China did realise that correctness had to be 
convincing.

Chinese approach similar to state of mathematics 
during ancient Egyptian and Sumerian times.

Given this problem, here is how you solve it.

Techniques were advanced, especially in surveying.



  

 

  

Nine Chapters – Contents

● Basic methods of calculation
● Suitable for surveying and engineering
● Areas and volumes, times and effort, wages and division
● No formal proofs, but some attempt to provide rationale 

for methods
● Pythagoras’ theorem, Pascal’s triangle, quadratics
● Chinese remainder theorem

In some aspects they were ahead of us.

But developed by small incremental modifications of 
existing methods.

Did have equivalent of Cavalieri’s principle for simple 
examples of integration for volumes and areas.



  

 

  

Early mathematicians

● Mori Shigeyoshi (? – ?) in 1622 wrote a booklet on the 
soroban (Japanese abacus)

● Yoshida Mitsuyoshi (1598 – 1672) published the Jinko-ki, 
which was responsible for much that followed

● 270 problems, almost all from Chinese texts
● Business transactions, surveying
● Similar problems issued in medieval manuscripts

Yoshida summarised the state of knowledge of the 
time in a single set of volumes.

Emphasis on practical uses.



  

 

  

“Mice Problem”

● Exercise in use of the soroban
● On January first, a pair of mice appeared in a house and bore 6 male 

mice and 6 female mice. At the end of January there are 14 mice, 7 
male, and 7 female.

● On the first of February, each of the 7 pairs bore 6 male and 6 female 
mice, so at the end of February, there are 98 mice in 49 pairs.

● Each pair of mice each month bore 6 more pairs, etc
● (1) Find the number of mice at the end of December
● (2) Assume that the length of each mouse is 4 sun (12 cm). If all mice 

line up biting the tail of the one in front, find the total length of mice

Example given for soroban practice.



  

 

  

Solution to the Mice Problem

● 27,682,574,402 – a simple geometric progression
● Total length is 2 × 712 × 12 cm.
● “The length is the same as the distance around Japan 

and China. In fact, the length is seven times the distance 
from the Earth to the Moon”

● 474,558 km v real value of 384,400 km average

Not really accurate, but they understood that the 
moon had a distance from the Earth, and that it 
went round the Earth.



  

 

  

Interest in the value of π

● Estimated it by computing the areas of regular polygons 
with increasing numbers of sides

● Muramatsu Shigekiyo (1608 – 1695) computed 22 digits 
but got only 8 correct

● Isomura Yoshinori (1630 – 1710) got 10 digits correct 
using a polygon of 131,072 sides

● Isomura also created some original problems in 
geometry

Why the fascination with this topic?

Similar to method used by Archimedes.

Geometrical methods emulating trigonometry.



  

 

  

Seki Takakazu (1640? - 1708)

● Most celebrated mathematician
● Theory of determinants, decade before Leibniz did
● Discovered Bernouilli numbers, and Horner’s method
● Independently found π ~= 355/113

– Zu Chongzhi  in Zuishi (581 – 619) in China preceded Seki
– Correct to 7 significant figures

Also called Seki Kowa.
Determinants Leibniz (1693), Seki (1683).
Bernouilli numbers turn up in several different series 

to approximate several different functions. Jacob 
Bernouilli published posthumously in 1713. Seki in 
1712 also after his death.

Horner’s method is a way to find approximate roots to 
polynomial equations efficiently (1819). Compute 
derivatives to reduce polynomial to another for 
fractional part.

Odd, since Seki did not differentiation.



  

 

  

Takebe Katahiro (1664 – 1739)

● Student of Seki
● First book published at age of 19
● Used series to evaluate π, which was an original 

development
● π ~= 5,419,351 / 1,725,033 (14 sig. figs.)
● Later found it to correct to 42 sig. figs.
● Theory of series closest came to differential calculus

Where did the notion of convergent series come 
from?

He got closest to some form of differentiation. 
Perhaps it was this work that created Horner’s 
method for them.



  

 

  

Matsunaga Yoshisuke (1692? - 1744)

● Recreational pursuits
● Origami folds, and then cut, to dissect one figure into 

parts to form another
● 2 × 1, 3 × 1, 5 × 1 rectangles to form squares

Dissection of one figure to re-arrange to form 
another.

Fold via origami, and then cut along the folds.

Perhaps he could be called the first recreational 
mathematician.



  

 

  

18th century

● Many geometry problems created and solved
● Some resulted in very high degree algebraic equations
● Ajima Naonobu (1732 – 1798) came closest to theory of 

integral calculus
● Ajima’s work marked by its originality
● Malfatti problem stated 10 years before Malfatti did
● Number theory: primitive Pythagorean triples

Close to a general theory for finding volumes and 
areas of curved surfaces.

Basic integration techniques for getting closer to a 
limit.

Malfatti – see later



  

 

  

Collections of Sangaku Problems

● First, and possibly most famous, by Fujita Kagen in 1798
● From 26 tablets dated 1767 to 1789
● Later editions from more widespread area in Japan
● 1807 he recorded 50 more tablets from 1796 to 1806
● 1817 – 1828  Travel Diary of Yamaguchi Kanzan
● Teaching during wanderings across Japan

We know of many sangaku, now lost, through 
collections recorded during this period.

From first editions, only one survives. From second 
edition, again only one survives.

Only more recently are the existing tablets being 
recorded and proofs being found for the results.

Travel was on foot and stay at inns and with friends. 
Diary recorded many sangaku he saw. Only two 
that he recorded survive.



  

 

  

Simple example

● 1743 by Ufo Chosaburo in Kurasako Kannon temple
● There are 50 chickens and rabbits, and total 122 feet. 

How many chickens, and how many rabbits?
● “If rabbits were chickens, there would be 100 feet. So the 

extra 22 feet are from rabbits. Hence number of rabbits is 
11, and chickens 39.”

Enough background, here are some examples.

Start with a very simple one (not geometric).

Quote is translation of what was written on the tablet.



  

 

  

Dedicated by Irie Shinjun at Katayamahiko shrine, Okayama, 1873

We will take an example from this sangaku.

Very simple by their geometric standards.

What were these tablets for?

My opinion (only) is that they were part of the arts, 
like poetry, and were for interest and amusement.

Some authors say that the Edo period was when 
Japanese culture reached its height and the arts 
were thought of very highly.

The tea ceremony probably came into being during 
this period.



  

 

  

One from Katayamahiko

● Two equal circles of radius r touch a line. Square of 
side t touches both circles. Find t in terms of r.

r r

t

r2
= (r−t )2

+ (r− t2 )
2

4 r2
= (4 r2

−8 r t+4 t 2) + (4 r2
−4 r t+t 2)

5 t2−12r t+4 r2
= 0

(5 t−2r )(t−2 r) = 0

t =
2 r
5

Pythagoras comes in useful in very many problems.

Give chance to solve, and then reveal steps one by 
one.



  

 

  

Lemma

● In a right-angled triangle, find r in terms of a, b, and c.

r =
a+b−c

2

c

b

a

r

b-r

a-r

b-r

a-r

c = (a−r ) + (b−r)

A lemma is a simple result which does not deserve 
the name theorem, either because it is too simple, 
or because it applies only to a particular proof.

This is the simplest answer, but is not the only way of 
expressing it.



  

 

  

Independent discoveries

● Descartes circles theorem
● Soddy hexlets and Steiner chains
● Malfatti problem
● Japanese theorem

– Original, not known in the west

Now consider the history of some problems, rather 
than history of topics or people.

Several geometrical results were found 
independently.



  

 

  

Descartes circle theorem

r 
1

r 
2

r 
3

r 
4

r 
4

Define ρi = 1/r i

(ρ1+ρ2+ρ3+ρ4)
2

= 2(ρ1
2
+ρ2

2
+ρ3

2
+ρ4

2
)

By convention a circle has 
positive radius if the circles touch 
externally, and negative if they 
touch internally.

r4 > 0 ; r4 < 0

Relation is a quadratic, and so has two solutions.

One is positive, and is the small circle in the middle in 
red.

The other is negative and applies to the larger outer 
circle in blue.



  

 

  

DCT – Europe

● Apollonius of Perga, 262 – 190 BC, found 8 cases of 4th touching 3 circles
– Pappus of Alexandria (c. 290 – 350) cites On Tangencies, now lost
– “Apollonius problem” discussed by van Roomen, Viète, Newton

● 1643 Descartes wrote a letter to Princess Elizabeth of Bohemia recording and 
proving the external case only
– First published in Oeuvres de Descartes, Adam & Tannery, Paris, 1901

● 1826 Jakob Steiner proved it for both internal and external cases
● 1842 Philip Beecroft derived it again independently
● 1936 Frederick Soddy re-discovered it and extended it to 5 spheres, where factor is 

3
● 1937 Thorold Gosset proved equivalent for any number of dimensions

Apollonius general case where 3 circles do not touch.
Only two solutions when three mutually tangent.

Not followed up. Nor after Descartes, nor after 
Steiner, nor after Beecroft.

Soddy was a physical chemist interested in how 
atoms packed into crystals. Became of practical 
use.

The general Apollonius problem is useful for 
navigation by LORAN



  

 

  

The Kiss Precise

Four circles to the kissing come.
The smaller are the benter.
The bend is just the inverse of
The distance from the centre.
Though their intrigue left Euclid dumb
There’s now no need for rule of thumb.
Since zero bend’s a dead straight line
And concave bends have minus sign,
The sum of the squares of all four bends
Is half the square of their sum.

“The Kiss Precise”, Frederick Soddy, Nature, 137, 1936
Stanza 2 of 3.

Whimsical or showing off?



  

 

  

DCT – Japan

● Seems to have been common knowledge
● 1796 external configuration
● Sangaku now lost
● 1830 recorded by Nakimura Tokikazu
● 1830 Hasimoto Masakata proved it in his Sanpo Tenzan 

Syogakusyo (Geometry and Algebra)
● Proof based on lemmas equal to Casey’s theorem (1866)

A lot of tablets have configurations of circles which 
can be solved easily with this theorem.

Proof too long for this session.

They also knew the 5 spheres version, but it took 
them a great deal of laborious work.

Sir Frederick Soddy (1877 – 1956) used very similar 
techniques. English physical chemist.

John Casey (1820 – 1891) Irish geometer.



  

 

  

Soddy’s Hexlet
Inside a (blue) sphere, two 
(green) spheres touch each 
other and the outer sphere.

A chain of (yellow) spheres 
each touch their neighbours 
and the blue and green 
spheres.

There are exactly 6 spheres 
in the chain.

The chain always exists.



  

 

  

Hexlet publication

● Soddy published his discovery in Nature, in 1937
● Proposed in 1822 by Yazawa Hiroatsu on a sangaku in 

Samukawa shrine in Kanagawa prefecture
● Proof published by Omura Kazuhide in 1841 in a book
● Both Soddy and Omura used lengthy algebraic methods 

to find the radii of each circle in turn
● But by using the technique of inversion, it is almost trivial

Who knows what inversion is?

We do not know whether Yazawa had a proof, but it 
seems unlikely he would have found the problem 
and proposed it if he did not.



  

 

  

Steiner chain
If, between two circles, a chain of 
circles exists such that each member 
of the chain touches both original 
circles and the previous and 
subsequent elements in the chain, and 
such that the last touches the first; then 
it does not matter where the first circle 
resides, the chain will always close and 
the number of elements will be the 
same.

This is known as a Closed Steiner 
Chain.

The three dimensional case has exactly 6 spheres 
always, the 2-D case is very different.



  

 

  

Steiner Chains

● 1826 Ikeda Sadasuke hung a sangaku at Ushijima 
Chomeiji temple showing a Steiner closed chain

● He also proved various properties relating the radii of the 
circles to one another

● About the same time, Jakob Steiner invented the 
technique of Inversion by which he easily established the 
same relations

● Japanese never discovered Inversion

Jakob Steiner (1796 – 1863) was perhaps the 
greatest geometer since Apollonius.

Born on a Swiss farm and did not learn to read or 
write until he was 14.

One of the first pupils at Pestalozzi’s innovative 
school, and they allowed him to attend free of 
charge so they could test their methods.



  

 

  

Malfatti problem

● Gian Francesca Malfatti posed a problem in 1803
● “To place three non-intersecting circles in a triangle so as 

to maximise their total area.”
● Actually solved a different problem, which became known 

as the Malfatti problem
● “To place three mutually tangent circles in a triangle so 

each is also tangent to a different pair of sides.”

In fact the problem was couched in terms of using as 
much marble as possible when cutting pillars from 
a triangular prism.

The one he actually solved is now known as the 
Malfatti problem.



  

 

  

Malfatti problem – History

● 1803 Malfatti’s own solution
● 1826 Steiner found another proof and different 

construction of the circles
● Ajima Naonobu (1732 – 1798) discovered the same 

result as Malfatti and gave explicit expressions for the 
radii in terms of sides of triangle.

● Only in 1799 did it emerge when Ajima’s papers were 
edited

Ajima was perhaps 30 years ahead of Malfatti.

But he was in advance of him by actually computing 
the radii explicitly, not just being satisfied with a 
construction.



  

 

  

Ajima-Malfatti point

A

BC

D

E F

D E and F are where the circles touch.

Then AD, BE, and CF are concurrent.

Both discovered this fact, and hence the present 
name of the point.



  

 

  

Maximal area question

● 1930 Lob and Richmond pointed out that the Malfatti 
configuration does not always give the maximal area

● 1967 Michael Goldberg showed it was never the answer 
to the original question

● 1992 Zalgaller and Los’ (Ukraine) with aid of a computer 
found that the maximal area is covered by one of only 
two possible configurations depending on the ratio of two 
angles

But the original question had not been addressed.

Lob and Richmond showed it was inferior in an 
equilateral triangle.

Goldberg could show that other configuration(s) were 
always better, but does not prove they are optimal.



  

 

  

Maximal area solution

A B

C

A

C

B

sin (A /2) ≤ tan (B /4) sin (A /2) ≥ tan(B /4)

In fact, it is now known that the “greedy algorithm” 
always generates the best answer.



  

 

  

Other theorems

● Wilhelm Feuerbach (1822) = Nakamura Tokikazu (1830)
– 9-point circle tangent to all three excircles

● John Casey (1857) = Shiraishi Nagatada (1830)
– Condition for 4 circles to touch a fifth

● Vincenzo Viviani (1645?) = Uchida Kyumei (1844)
– Area and volume of curved surface left by intersection of two 

parallel and touching cylinders passing symmetrically through 
a sphere

Equivalent theorems and results on two sides of the 
world.

Excircles are circles touching one side of a triangle 
externally, and the other two sides extended. There 
are three such circles.



  

 

  

Japanese Theorem

However you divide a polygon inscribed in a circle into triangles, the sum of 
the radii of the inscribed circles remains the same

This is something that was never found in Europe.

Case shown is for a cyclic quadrilateral.



  

 

  

Japanese Theorem

● Proposed by Maruyama Ryoukan in 1800 on a tablet at 
the Sannosha shrine in Tsuruoka, Yamagata prefecture

● Proof found in manuscript by Okayu Masamoto (1794 – 
1862)

● Only the quadrilateral case needs detailed proof
● Extension to any polygon is simple

For extension, sufficient to show how to convert one 
configuration of diagonals to another by suitable 
switching of diagonals in selected series of 
quadrilateral formed by combining pairs of adjacent 
triangles.



  

 

  

Books

● Eiichi Ito, et al, Japanese Temple Mathematical Problems, 
Kyoikushokan, 2003

● Fukagawa Hidetoshi, Tony Rothman, Sacred Mathematics, 
Japanese Temple Geometry, Princeton, 2008

● Antonieta Constantino, Sangaku, Associação Ludus, 2009
● Géry Huvent, Sangaku, Le mystère des énigmes 

géométriques japonaises, Dunod 2012

These are the only ones I have.

Not much in English.

Published collections always include answers in 
modern notation or using modern techniques.

Not clear how original authors would have solved 
them.



  

 

  

On the Web

● Mathematical miscellany 
https://www.cut-the-knot.org/pythagoras/Sangaku.shtml
– Sadly, most proofs here need Java, and browsers are no longer 

supporting it

● Wasan methods described and analysed 
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1702.01350.pdf
– Comparison of modern and traditional methods and notation

● Photographs of tablets http://www.wasan.jp/
– Knowledge of Japanese would be advantageous

Read comments on slide.

English section of wasan site does not have 
photographs of tablets. Have to look in Japanese 
section.

https://www.cut-the-knot.org/pythagoras/Sangaku.shtml
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1702.01350.pdf
http://www.wasan.jp/


  

 

  

In Eiichi et al, several theorems are simply quoted 
without proof.

This one was sufficiently interesting to be included in 
the examples for home work.

I have a proof, but I would be interested in alternate 
methods of establishing the result.



  

 

  

Where to find Examples & Presentation

https://www.u3ainbath.org.uk/group_pages/group_docs/maths_Sangaku-Examples.pdf

https://www.u3ainbath.org.uk/group_pages/group_docs/maths_Sangaku-Presentation.pdf
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